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The analysis of the linestrengths of the infrared spectrum of methane (12 and 13) in the 3–5mm region has been revisited
on the basis of new measurements from Fourier transform spectra recorded at Kitt Peak under various optical densities
simultaneous fit of these new data with previously reported tunable difference-frequency laser data has been done. An effect
transition moment model in tensorial form up to the third order of approximation within the Pentad scheme has been used. T
standard deviations achieved are very close to the experimental precision: 3 and 1.5%, respectively, for the two sets of d
for the 12CH4 molecule, representing a substantial improvement with respect to earlier studies. The integrated bandstrengt
obtained in the present work differ from previously reported values by factors ranging from25 to 16%. The correction for
the n3 band, the strongest band of the Pentad system, is12% with respect to the study of Hilicoet al. [J. C. Hilico, J. P.
Champion, S. Toumi, V. G. Tyuterev, and S. A. Tashkun,J. Mol. Spectrosc.168,455–476 (1994)]. © 2000 Academic Press
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Precise spectroscopic parameters of methane are requi
monitoring purposes in atmospheric physics. Several w
have been devoted to the study of the intensities of metha
the 3–5mm region (1, 2, 3). In their theoretical analysis of th
n3 band intensities, Dang-Nhuet al. (4) included the interac-
tions with other bands indirectly. However, the first glo
analysis of the intensities of the Pentad band system of m
ane (n1, n3, 2n2, n2 1 n4 and 2n4) in the 3–5mm region was
published in 1983 (5). This study used line positions record
with the FTS at Orsay (6) and intensity data taken from t
AFGL compilation (7). The experimental intensities were la
measurements of Dang-Nhuet al. (4) for the strongest allowe
lines ofn3 combined with mainly grating data from Tothet al.
(8) for the weaker transitions. The reported rms was 12%.
same data were exploited again in a new analysis of the P
of methane published in 1994 (9). The use of an improve
theoretical model yielded an rms of 8% and confirmed the
for more precise intensity measurements.

The present work was undertaken to provide a better i
sity analysis. Series of Fourier transform spectra were reco
at Kitt Peak National Observatory under various optical
sities. These new data were combined in a simultaneo
with measurements from laser spectrometry already repor
the literature (10, 4, 11, 12). To complement the analyses of
line positions of the isotopic species12CH4 (9), 13CH4 (13), and
he recent global study of12CH3D (14), this work achieves
ignificant improvement of the modeling of the infrared sp
rum of methane in the 3–5mm region.
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The theoretical model used in the present work is base
the general tensor approach of the energies and intensit
spherical-top molecules. It is already described in the litera
(15). Some details on the application to the pentad of met

ere given in (9) and will not be repeated here. The mode
f linestrengths require the eigenvectors of the lower and u
tates of the transitions under consideration. We essen
sed the eigenvectors from the work of Hilicoet al. (9) excep

hat in order to produce reliable absolute spectroscopic pa
ters we have reconsidered the consistency of the mea

ine positions presently available.
In our model, all possible vibration–rotation opera

Hamiltonian or transition moments) are constructed from
or products of elementary operators (15, 16). Rotational op

erators are given by tensor powers of the standard dimen
less angular moment operators referenced to molecule
axes. Vibrational operators are given by tensor produc
creation and annihilation elementary operators associated
the four normal modes of the molecule. Rovibrational Ha
tonian operators are then obtained from totally symmetric
Hermitian tensor products of the previous operators. As in
(9) the effective rovibrational Hamiltonian was develo
through the fourth order of approximation.

The dipolar transition moment is similarly expressed
tensorial form. It is partially transformed according to
polyad pattern of the CH4 molecule. In the present work, t
Pentad–G.S. transition moment operators are denoted byV(K,
0022-2852/00 $35.00
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84 FÉJARD ET AL.
G r) n1 n2 n3 n4 G v. The corresponding operators are form
expressed as

~RV~K,Gr! 3 ~a1
n1 3 a2

n2 3 a3
n3 3 a4

n4! ~Gv!! ~F2!, [1]

whereV is the degree in elementary componentsJa, K the
tensor rank relative to the space rotation groupO(3), G r andGv

designate the symmetry in theTd point group of the rotation
and vibrational operators, respectively. The indicesn1 n2 n3 n4

are the powers of the annihilation operators associated wi
four vibrational modes. The order of magnitude classifica
is defined by the sumV 1 n1 1 n2 1 n3 1 n4 2 1. Details
concerning the operator symmetrization and classificatio
given in Ref. (17).

The Pentad system contains threeF 2 sublevels belonging
n3, n2 1 n4, and 2n4. Therefore, the dipole-moment expans
contains three purely vibrational terms classically denotedm3,
m24, and m44. J-dependent terms of vibrational symmetryF 2

denoted bym93, m924, andm944 are usually interpreted as corr-
tion terms analogous to the Herman–Wallis terms in the th
of diatomics. However, for tetrahedral molecules, a comp
expansion to the first order of approximation contains t

Transition Mo
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extra J-dependent terms. In the present work, the effec
dipole moment was developed through the third order o
proximation (Table 1). The corresponding number of sym
try-allowed terms is 29 includingJ-dependent terms up to t
third power. In fact, the fourJ3-type operators were not s-
tistically determinable in our study.

It should be emphasized that due to ambiguities am
effective Hamiltonians of polyatomic molecules, the value
some of the dipole-moment parameters depend on the r
tion chosen for the calculation of energies, i.e., on the imp
choice of the orientation of the eigenvectors (18, 19). It means
that the set of fitted values would lose their meaning if s
rated from the set of Hamiltonian parameters from which
eigenvectors and eigenvalues are calculated.

3. EXPERIMENTS

Intensity measurements from two sources have been u
the present work: (i) data from laser spectrometry inclu
allowed (strong) lines of then3 band already reported in (10, 4,
11, 12); (ii) new measurements from Fourier transform spe
recorded at KPNO covering all the bands with a dynamic r

nt Parameters
me
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85METHANE INTENSITIES
extending from 73 1026 to 8 cm22 atm21, i.e., including
numerous weak and perturbation-allowed lines. These
empirical intensities were selective remeasurements to im
the precision and accuracy of the values from Tothet al. (8)

hich had been used, along with those of Dang-Nhuet al. (4),
by Hilico et al. (9) to model Pentad intensities with a repor
accuracy of 8%. For this new effort, 14 spectra of12CH4 and
six of isotopically enriched13CH4 were recorded at roo
temperature. The gas conditions are shown in Table 2. T
were obtained at a spectral resolution of 0.012 cm21 using
matched InSb detectors and a globar source to record a
pass from 1800 to 5200 cm21 with integration times of 60–7
min per spectrum. Uncertainty in the recorded temperatu
1.5 K. Line intensities were retrieved using least-squares c

Conditions of the Experimental FTS Measurements

TAB
Scaling Factors, Weights, and Glob
Copyright © 2000 by
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trievals from three to eight different spectra. The rms ag
ment of the observed intensity was taken as the initial ind
tion of precision. Measurements were eliminated f
consideration if the rms was greater than 15% or if overla
by other transitions.

The recent laser measurements (11, 12) were intended t
provide accurate linewidths rather than absolute intensitie
make the available data consistent, we refit theQ branch fo
integrated line intensities and applied very small scaling fa
with respect to the measurements published in Ref. (4) (see
Table 3).

While the laser data are essentially restricted to stronn3

allowed lines, the FTS data cover several orders of magn
and all the bands of the pentad system as illustrated in F
and 2. Both isotopes12CH4 and 13CH4 have been consider
while the majority of data are concerned with the main12CH4

isotope. Attention was paid to the consistency for both p
tions and intensities since line positions are de facto invo
in the profile-fitting procedure used to measure intensitie

We focused on a set of positions (mainlyn3) obtained by
curve-fitting a spectrum recorded at 0.0117 cm21 with a gas
pressure of 0.2 Torr. The calibration standards were thP
branch ofn3 (Brault, private communication) based on the
line (21) at 2947.912106 cm21 and the 2–0 band of CO (22).
The overall absolute accuracy of the positions is thought
0.0002 cm21 or better for unblended features. These refer
wavenumbers were compared to the corresponding wave
bers fitted in Ref. (9), and a significant systematic offset
0.0005 cm21 was observed. Since transitions from differ
sources were simultaneously fitted in Ref. (9), we repeated th
global fit after applying a uniform correction of 0.0005 cm21 to
the 4559 fitted wavenumbers of the transitions from the gr

3
Statistics of the Simultaneous Fits
al
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86 FÉJARD ET AL.
state to the Pentad upper states. The other types of tran
(Pentad–Dyad infrared and Pentad–G.S. Raman) were
unchanged. The statistical results of the global fit of posit
are reported in Table 4. The precisions of the measured
tions and intensities can be judged by the obs2 calc value

uoted in Table 5. Lines that are closer than 0.02 cm21 prob-
ably have worse precisions than the well-isolated lines.
note that the observed value of the P7 line is 2947.9119921

rather than the expected value, and this is taken as an indi
of the absolute accuracy.

FIG. 1. Coverage of the i

FIG. 2. Coverage of the i
Copyright © 2000 by
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After correction, the mean discrepancies of the three i
pendent sets of data were found reasonably consistent w
the interval20.00019 to10.00026 cm21. A statistical analysi
of the obs2 calc residuals of then3 transitions of the referen
list was also performed in order to compare the relative p
sion of the wavenumbers used in Ref. (9) and the newl
calibrated measurements. The root-mean-squares from th
selected lines were almost equal for both sets indicating th
significant improvement of the relative precision of positi
could be expected by using new wavenumbers. The me

nsity measurements for12CH4.

nsity measurements for13CH4.
nte
nte
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line parameters proposed as secondary standards are li
Table 5. As expected the 0.0005 cm21 offset correction to th
selected positions had negligible effect on the eigenve
with only the band centers being significantly modified w
respect to the study of Ref. (9).

4. ANALYSIS

The analysis of the newly measured FTS intensities
achieved by simultaneously fitting all data available (includ
previously reported laser data) and by comparing interact
various experimental scans to the corresponding syn
spectra (including the known isotopic contributions).

A careful selection of data was achieved by rejec
blended lines. The resulting sets of data were fitted us
global nonlinear weighted least-squares method to mini
the dimensionless quantity

S2 5 O
i

piei
2 5 O

i

~Si
obs2 Si

calc! 2

~s iSi
calc! 2 , [2]

wheres i designates the relative experimental precision o
th data. The corresponding weight ispi 5 1/(s iSi

calc)2.
Two different weighting methods were used and tested
In a first step, the individual precisions were determ

from the standard deviations derived from profile fitting wi
threshold set to 1.5% to account for the estimated abs
uncertainty (pressure, temperature, etc.).

Thex2 values for the various sets of data obtained from
simultaneous fit ranged from 0.47 to 1.0% indicating tha
model accuracy was at least comparable to the experim
precision.

In a second step, we used the global standard devia
obtained from the fit to estimate the experimental prec
assuming a uniform value for each set.

The above two fits were in fact very close to each o
regarding both parameter values and intensity predictions
ferences generally much smaller than the precisions). For
plicity, in the final fit we used uniform values for the pre
sions: 3% for all FTS data and 1.5% for all laser data.

Frequency Calibration
Copyright © 2000 by
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The pentad band system includes the strong allowed fu
mental bandn3, weaker harmonic and combination bands-
olving forbidden transitions, and the forbidden totally sy
etric fundamental bandn1. However, due to perturbations,

the vibrational sublevels were observed and covered by
merous measurements. They were fitted with a similar p
sion. The global statistical results of the simultaneous fits
summarized in Table 3. For all isotopes thex2 value is close t
unity indicating that the experimental precision is corre
estimated and that the model accuracy is consistent. Th
tailed statistics reported in Table 6 show the consistency o
various sets of data fitted simultaneously. Finally statistic
bands are given in Tables 7 and 8 for each isotope. It ca
seen that the quality of the rms agreement does not
significantly with increasingJ. The accuracy achieved on t
weaker and forbidden bands is also quite satisfactory.

The model used in Ref. (9), in which 11 parameters (throu
the second order of approximation) were adjusted, was
tested on the new data. A smaller standard deviation
achieved confirming that a better precision of the experim
data was absolutely necessary. However, thanks to the
bility of the tensorial formalism, higher order terms could
tested readily and our best fit was obtained using an expa
up to the third order of approximation. Finally, 25 effect
dipole moment parameters could be determined for12CH4

(Table 1). The standard deviations of the parameters are
erally smaller than in the previous study.

For 13CH4 the same expansion was considered although
parameters were fixed to zero because they were found
tically undeterminable, probably due to the smaller numb
data generally restricted to lowerJ values.

Some of the higher order parameters have quite diffe
alues for12CH4 and 13CH4 (see for instance the 2n2 J-depen-

dent correction). The main reason is that effective dip
moment parameters are essentially dependent of the red
chosen for the effective Hamiltonian (18, 19). In the presen
work, the reduced forms of the effective Hamiltonians
12CH4 and 13CH4 are different because they are obtained f
independent studies (9, 13) for which the number and dist
bution of the available positions also varied.

The relatively large number of dipole-moment parame
fitted in the present work reflects the complexity of the vi
tion–rotation interactions and confirms the efficiency of
tensorial formalism while the semiempirical Herman–Wa
type formulation (with six adjustable parameters) is cle
inadequate at this level of accuracy. The correspondenc
tween tensorial and classical lower order parameters i
explicitly given since, as mentioned before, the individ
values of the parameters are meaningful only when the fu
of parameters is considered. Furthermore the values and
ical meaning of the higher order terms can be precisely
sessed only in connection with the study of the correspon
Academic Press
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n3 Band of 12CH4: Secondary Standards
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90 FÉJARD ET AL.
reduced forms of the effective Hamiltonian (18, 19). The main
ffect of higher order terms is to prevent the lower order te

rom assuming anomalous values to account for higher
nteractions.

As seen on the residuals plotted in Fig. 3 and in Tables 7
, there are no apparent systematic deviations in the res
s a function of theJ quantum numbers or the vibration
ands.
Since several orders of magnitude are involved in the

ata set, according to Eq. [2], the absolute weights of w
ines are much larger than the weights of strong lines. H
ver, this weighting method is fully justified as shown by

TAB
Statistical Comparison of the Different So
Copyright © 2000 by
s
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S
k
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e

esiduals plotted versus the absolute intensities of the lin
ig. 4. As a matter of fact, it can be seen that the resid

ollow the opposite trend, i.e., on average, the relative disc
ncies for strong lines are smaller than for weak lines.
Note that the precision of integrated bandstrength is pr

ally determined by the precision of the stronger lines. In
ase, it means that the precision of the whole pentad stren
losely related to the precision of the measurements of tn3

lines. It is interesting to compare the present integrated b
strengths to previously published values. The quantitie
ported in Table 9 are calculated by summations over all
sitions throughJ 5 30 with an intensity threshold of 10227 cm

6
es of Data Simultaneously Fitted (12CH4)
urc
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molecule21 at T 5 296 K in natural abundance. With resp
o Ref. (9), the bandstrengths are corrected by values ran
rom 25.2% (2n4) to 16.0% (n1). In our calculations, th
vibrational labels are based on the eigenvector compone
that apparent transfers of intensity from one vibrational sta

Statistics of FTS Data by

TAB
Statistics of FTS Data by
Copyright © 2000 by
t
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to

another can be simply induced by small changes in the e
vector coefficients, especially when the forbiddenn1 band is
involved.

Then3 band is predicted12% above the previous estimat
while the correction for the whole polyad is11.6%. The

bband versus J for 12CH4

8
bband versus J for 13CH4
Su
Su
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92 FÉJARD ET AL.
correction is principally explained by the fact that in ear
studies (5, 9) the data extracted from the AFGL compilation7)

ere not corrected for isotopic abundance. Note that, a
evel of precision of 10%, the consequences were al
egligible.
The accuracies of the pentad intensities depend on the

or the four weaker bands, line intensities have been mea
nly twice, the first in the studies described by Tothet al. (8)
nd the second in the present effort. The present resul
onsidered to be better because of the quality of the sp

FIG. 3. Residual

FIG. 4. Residuals ver
Copyright © 2000 by
r
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nd.
red

are
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grating at 0.02 cm21 resolution and 100:1 signal-to-no
versus FTS at 0.012 cm21 resolution and 900:1 signal-to-nois
and the data reduction techniques (hand measurements
planimeter versus least-squares curve fitting). For the
isotope, the differences of up to 6% between the old and
bandstrengths shown in Table 9 are thought to indicate
precision and accuracy of the old measurements for the w
bands. In contrast, for then3 fundamental, the new FTS me-
surements and the laser data agree within 0.5%. Further
the intensity sum of the pentads for the two isotopes in T

H4 (all data fitted).

absolute intensity12CH4.
s12C
sus
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9 agree within 1% of the average of integrated intens
reported by 12 studies listed in a review by Kim (23). It is
therefore expected that future intensity measurements ofn3

allowed lines will confirm an absolute accuracy of at least
for the present work.

The statistical uncertainties of the parameters given in T
1 do not reflect possible systematic temperature errors of 1
This is particularly important for the “scalar” rotational ter
of the type2(0, 0A1), which correspond to a second-or
Herman–Wallis correction. The0(0, 0A1) terms are influence

rimarily through the partition sum. “Tensorial” terms of
ype 1(1, 0F1), 2(2, 0E), or 2(2, 0F2) are less sensitive
temperature since they depend on rotation–vibration int
tions independent of rotational populations or on relative
ulations within a givenJ manifold where the splittings are ve
mall compared tokT.
The updated parameter input files for the STDS package24)

FIG. 5. Low-resolution com

Calculated Bands
Copyright © 2000 by
s
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-

re available from the web site http://www.u-bourgogn
PUB/methane/metspec.htm or from the authors (J.P.C.).
alculated line parameters will be submitted to the HITR
nd GEISA databases (25, 26).

6. CONCLUSION

The intensities of the pentad band systems of12CH4 and
13CH4 have been reanalyzed in the framework of the tens
effective Hamiltonian approach using better data. The co
tency of all available data was carefully checked to as
reliable estimates of accuracy and absolute precision o
calculated line parameters. The theoretical model for pe
transition moments did not reveal any significant divergenc
to J 5 20 for which measurements were available. After

ecades of effort, there will be a calculated database tha
e complete for all the bands in the 3–5mm region arising from

rison present/HITRAN13CH4.

gths of Methane
pa
tren
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94 FÉJARD ET AL.
the ground states of the three main isotopes up toJ 5 25 for
12CH4 and J 5 20 for 13CH4 and 12CH3D, theseJ limits
representing reasonable extrapolations of the range of th
fitted. Figure 5 illustrates the corrections of the13CH4 line
parameters in the HITRAN or GEISA databases. The read
referred to Ref. (14) for details on the12CH3D isotope.

The strongest lines of then3 fundamental band of12CH4,
which are the most important for terrestrial remote sensing
modeled and predicted to the accuracy required by the
of-the-art technology. The new data removes intensity of
of 11% (from16 to 25%) for the weaker bands which we

resent in the intensity measurements from the 1970s. W
n progress to study the hot bands between 3–5mm as was don
y Ouardiet al. (27) in the dyad region.
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